How to program the Customer Personal Identifiers (PI)

1. Remove the first Personal Identifiers from the package and place the blue programming button and the Personal Identifier on the dash to the left side.
2. Press and hold down the blue programmer button.
3. Turn the ignition key to crank position and hold in crank.
4. Release the blue button.
5. Press the button on the Personal Identifier.
6. Place the learned Personal Identifier back in package.
7. Overview thought—push the blue button, hold the ignition key in the crank position, release the blue button, press the Sekurit send button. The vehicle starts.

Make sure each of the Personal Identifier is programmed by testing!

Final Testing - Test each and every "PI", by turning the key to the start/crank position and picking up a "PI". Turn the vehicle off and don’t move any of the "PI’s" for 30 seconds. Test the rest of the "PI’s", the same way (Don’t bump the already tested "PI’s", or you will get a false start test).

Manual mode requires the user to press the button. Once pressed, the vehicle may be started for the next 30 seconds. The battery life is increased when in this mode as well.

Tips
Ask your customer to read the owners manual provided in the Personal Identifier owner’s kit. When programming a vehicle with the fuel or the ignition interrupted, the engine will crank during the programming procedure. This is normal. When the identifier is memorized the vehicle will start. Please make sure the vehicle starts and remains running for at least 30 seconds once started. If the vehicle will not start, repeat each procedure. Each step should be completed within 5 seconds.
888NoTheft.com for more information